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ABSTRACT

In this paper the coherent structure of the first-order scattered signal is analysed and the influence of
orientation distribution form on the signaI energy is studied in the case of dense krill aggregation. In
large krill concentration case the errors in krill abundance estimation due to neglecting of coherent
addition of echoes are evaluated. The importance of consideration of the orientation distribution shape
in krill abundance estimation is shown.

INTRODUCTION

One of the main directions of krill acoustics is
krill abundance estimate in different parts of the
ocean [1]. The evaluation algorithm (adequate
description of the relationship between the sound
reflectivity and krill abundance) and the perfect krill
target strength models are necessary for a valid
evaluation.

In particular, widespread linear relation between
echo energy and target quantity (echo integration
method) is not guaranteed for krill concentration
evaluation [1]. Because of the krill tendency to form
dense aggregations (densities > 102 - 103 individuals /
m3 [I, 2]), the evaluation algorithm must also take
into account the multiple seattering among the
targets, the coherent addition of echoes and
"shadowing" effects. Ali these effects may be
important in the case, and disturb the linear relation.
Let us note that the influence of the phenomena on
the concentration estimation is a research subject in
fishery and zooplankton acoustics [3-7]. However,
these results cannot be directly applied for krill
because they do not consider the typical krill features
as, for example, the differentiation of krill individuals
in sizes and space orientations [2, 8-10], anisotropic
scattering character of individual krill [8], typical
krill space distribution [2].

Let LIS also note that, historically, the validity of
krill concentration estimates grew together with an
improvement of krill target strength model s [8, 10,
11]. Particularly, great attention has been drawn to
analyse krill target dependence on krill body
orientation and to evaluate influence of this
dependence on krill concentration estimation. The

influence was studied only in the case when the
multiple scattering, interference and "shadowing"
effects were not essential. However, similar
estimations should be made in cases when these
effects are important.

In this paper we investigate the cohe rent structure
of the signal scattered at dense krill aggregation and
evaluate the errors of krill abundance estimation due
to neglecting the interference phenomenon. We
analyse the influence of orientation distribution form
on the energy of seattered signal for dense krill
aggregation. We also show that the information about
krill orientation distribution has to be taken into
consideration in krill concentration detection.

THEORETICAL APPROACH

Let us consider backscattering of the echosounder
impulse with a Iength T and an angular frequency (j)

by the distribution of Nimmobile krill targets. Let LIS
assume uncorrelation among the targets [6].

Let us also apply the model of randomly-oriented
randorn-length finite cylinder [8J to describe an
individual target. Let L, be a length of i-th straight
cylinder krill object (and arc length of uniformly ben t
cylinder object), ~ = {Xj, Yj, z;} be a vector deseribing

the position of this target in the space, and 8j be the
angle between the direction i-th object - echosounder
and the pIane whose normai is the axis of the cylinder
object (8j = O is broadside incidence). For the bent
cylinder the plane is positioned at the midpoint of the
axis.

Let the probability density function W( ~ . 8j, Lj)

be presented as [8]:
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and the functions Wre fj), weCej), WLCLj) be
independent on scattering object number i.

Let us investigate the signal intensity l(t)
averaged over an ensemble of the aggregation
realisations differed by the position, orientation and
length distributions of the krill targets:

l(t)=/ +1 +1(1)+1(2)
tle c m m

I"" = (pcr'(t, p, (t,F;,0" L, )p; (t,r, ,O" L,»)

/ N )fe = (fXfl \.i"'f:I(t,F; .o..: )p; (t'0,8i,L;)

I,~I)= 2I..fXt oJ'JYI(t,F;,8pL,)P;(t'0,O;,L;»)
<! I~\".I=I
•I;';' = (PCr'(~Pm(t,F;,O" L,)p:(t,;;,Oj' Lj»)
where t is time, p, C - sea water density and sound
speed, Re and * denote the real part and complex

conjugation of the function. PICt, fi' ej, Li) describes
the pressure of the first-order echo signal seattered by
i-th target and PIII(t, fi ' ej, Li) represents the pressure
connected with seattering of the signal from the
multiple scattering by all targets, by i-th target. Here
Iuc and I, describe respectively the incoherent and
coherent parts of the first-order echo signal intensity.
Let us note that attenuation of incident and scattered
waves caused by the scattering shalI be considered in
this term. However, lm(1) is responsible for
interference among single and mul tipIe seattered
waves and 111\(2) represents the contribution due to the
multiple scattering.

Let us investigate the terms Ine and I, of signal
intensity l(t). To obtain the analytical formuła
connecting the terms with the main parameters, we
will take an approach simil ar to that used in [5-7].
The application of the approach yieIds:

I,,,. = CpC)-1 N <f> I (O'b.r)Ii.1.

I, = (pC)-1 N(N -l)cDzIU)o.Lr

where a b, = II (e i' LJI
2

and f (e i, Li ) are respect-

iveły the backscattering cross-section and scattering
amplitude of target. Here the functions cDI and cD2 are
dependent on the sounding signal geometry, take into
account the "shadowing" effects [6] and have the
form:
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cD, = flPo(t - 2r/ cf eXPC-4] j3(r)dr)D2('i)W,CrV4dr
v o
I ,.!2

cD2 = IflPo(t - 2r I c)lD(r)~CF)exp(2i.i.7'- 2[j3(r)dr)r-2drl

where the function PoCt) describes the exciting
impulse form, k denotes the wave number, k = tolc,
the function D defines the beam pattern form Here
the integration volume V depends on the spatial
dimensions of the plankton aggregation and the
sounding impulse. The functions <crbs>H,L , <f>H.L
and the attenuation coefficient per) (corresponding
with "shadowing" effects) are given by:

\IJb,)OL = fI d{1dLWo(e)WL(L)IICe,L)j'
ut.L = ff d ed L W fi (e) W t. ( L) .r ce . L)

j3(r) = 1/2N \O"b,)O.LWr(r)

INFLUENCE OF THE INTERFERENCE OF THE
INDLVIDUAL ECHOES

To evaIuate the interference effect in the energy
investigation of echoes scattered by kri II, we can
define the function:

which is the ratio of the energy carried by the
coherent impulse part to that of the incoherent part.
Here T, is the Iength of the seattered pulse received by
the echosounder.
To evaluate the Kw! we assuume the folIowing
function representing the krill space distribution:

To describe the length and orientation distributions of
krill we use the Gaussian function according to the
papers [2, 8]. The straight cylinder modeł is
considered for the individual krill target [8]. The
functions describing exciting echosounder pulse and
echosounder beam pattern form are modelled by:

t E [fl,fl + T]

t~[tl,tl+T]

D(e,rp) = g rp E [O,21l'],B E [0,8.]

rp E [0,21l'],B ~ [0,19.]

where in the moment tl the exciting pulse begins, 8
and <p denote usual angular co-ordinates. We also
assume that the value of standard deviation of length
SL is very small compared to the mean length L:
SL < < L, and that the relation between average



angle of cylinder orientation iF and standard
deviation of angle orientation S fi is: Sa ~ 8+ w.
The conditions cT/2 « Zmin ; kz...m»l; 2k>>K;
KLI@»I; K"O~zmax «1C (LI@ is the characteristic
vertical scale of changes of aggregation cross-section
form; Zmin , 7m.x are the distances betweeri the
echosounder and the upper and lower zooplankton
layer borders respectively) are also supported. Under
a11 presented assumptions one can find the expression
for Ka,t:

K 1/282- k-2 -1 -1
int = 1C •n z min Z max 1: S •

[IdIIexp[-(u-I)a / "'luf I + ~u)r"a exp[-;(u) / (l + 24'(U))]J

JdIIexp[-(II-l)' / ,,'JII'[1 +4qJ(u)rllZ exp[-2;(II)/ (l +4qJ(1I»]
o

where fi = N I Vau (VI@ - space volume of
aggregation); "t= cT/2; s=2I12Su' L; ex.. = 0.2 [8]. The
functions cjl(u)and <p(u)are described by the following
expressions:
;(u) = a ,82 Pk2u2

; tp(u) = a
I
S/I'-k2u2

•

Here the condition k 'r = 1r n en is an integer
number), typica1 of echosounder, is taken into
account.

The variation of the coefficient Kw with respect to
the frequency F (F = (l) /21t) is illustrated in Figures l
(a) - (c). The calculations are performed for the Zmin =
20 m, 7m.x= 40 m, fi = 2000 m"3,8.= 8°,T = 0.0015

s, and for the parameters t:= 0.04 m, SL = 0.1r.
Fig. l(a) gives the numerica1 results for '0=0°, Fig.
I(b) - for the '0= 22,5° and Fig. l(c) - for the B=
45°. The curves marked by thecircles correspond to
the case Sa = 30°, by the squares - Sa = 50° • by the
rhombs - Sa = 70° and by the triangles - Sa = 90°.

SIGNAL ENERGY DEPENDENCE ON THE TYPE
OF KRILL ORIENTATION DISTRIBUI'ION

To investigate the influence of the kriIl orientation
distribution form on the signal energy, we CaD.
introclucethe function:

K.(SfI,O)= f I(l)(t)dt/<[ nll(t)dt)
T, T,

where the functions I (1) (t) = I Ił. (t) + I c (t) and
j !1) (t) are calculated for the arbitrary values
of S (I' iF and standard values S: O), O( O)

respectively. The coefficient characterises the signal
energy difference for different parameters of kriIl
orientation distribution.

Under the conditions presented in the previous:
section one ean yield:
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Fig.2. Dependence of K, on F.

K. + K i n t

( O )K+ i n 1

[1duexpHu - V / s2]ll[1 +4<p(u)t/1 exp[-2ąl(u)/ (l +4<p(u))]l
._~ . ..._. . -..1
~f duexp[ -{u _1)2 / i]i[1 +4qJo(u)rli2 exp[ -2r/Jo(u)/ (1 +4ipo(l/))]
O

where K ill~) , rp O ( 11 ) .sp O ( U ) , are values of
functions K in t ' rjJ ( U ) , rp (li) for standard

values of S ~O) , !F( O) .

The dependence of the coefficient K. on the
frequency F is presented in Fig. 2. The evaluation is
conducted for the Z,nlli = 20 m, Zm." = 40 m, Fi = 2000
m", e.= 8°, T = 0.001 s, and for the parameters r =
0.04 m, SL= 0.1 T, (f = 0° The values S ~ O) = 30°

and e' o J = 0° are chosen as standard. In the figure
the upper curve corresponds to the case So = 50°, the
middle - Sa = 70° and the lower - Sa = 90°

CONCLUSIONS

This investigation indicates the importance of the
coherent addition of the echoes for the broad range of
the parameters of the krill aggregations (the acoustic
properties of krill targets materials, target geometry
form and the type of the space, orientation and length
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of krill distributions) and of the echosounder signal
characteristics (frequency, pulse length, puls e form,
beam pattern form). The errors of the krill abundance
estimations corresponding to the neglecting of the
interference, are evaluated on the base of derived
analytical forrnulae. They reach 70% for Iower
frequencies (about 30 kHz).

The study also demonstrates that the dependence
of the signal energy on the type of krill orientation
distribution is significant. So the information about
krill orientation distribution has to be taken into
consideration in krill eoncentrarion detection.
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